
Using Determiners

Write about an exciting event in your life, for example a birthday party or a day out.

The event must include more than four people to help you to include description within 

your recount. To ensure you produce a fantastic recount, make sure to use known 

writing features such as expanded noun phrases, an exclamation sentence, powerful 

verbs and at least one example of speech.

You can use the determiners in the word bank below or use some of your own, but 

make sure you use at least one of each type of determiner.
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Determiners you might wish to use:

this our the

many her my

that his enough 



Using Determiners

Write about an exciting event in your life, for example a birthday party or a day out.

The event must include more than four people to help you to include description within 

your recount. To ensure you produce a fantastic recount, make sure to use known 

writing features such as expanded noun phrases, an exclamation sentence, powerful 

verbs and at least one example of speech.

You can use the determiners in the word bank below or use some of your own, but 

make sure you use at least one of each type of determiner.

What an amazing day! In fact, it was the best day of my life! I went to Moreton

Mountain theme park with my mum, my dad, my sister and her guide dog Sammy. 

On the way to the theme park, my dad switched on the radio and we sang along

merrily to the pop songs. Before we knew it, we had arrived at our destination. 

We queued for what felt like an eternity until we reached the spacious, clean 

kiosk. Dad took out his leather wallet and paid for the tickets. The lady in the kiosk

gave mum our allocated wristbands and we headed inside.

Lucy and I rushed ahead to the Watercoaster ride whilst dad followed behind.

Meanwhile, mum sat on the bench by the big splash point and looked after

Sammy. When we got to the front of the queue, the attendant kindly told us, “You

must sit in that cart on this ride.” Dad explained it was because we had bright, 

yellow wristbands on.

After going on several rides, we headed towards the gift shop, Dad bought 

Sammy a chew toy for being so calm all day. Lucy and I dashed towards to the

pic ‘n’ mix sweets. Mum reminded us that the sign showed we could only have

150 grams in each of our bags but I didn’t think that was enough sweets. Whilst

glancing around the shop, the sales assistant noticed how distraught I was and

made an exception. We were lucky enough to get 200 grams of sweets each! How

brilliant was that?
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